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Lady in the Dark 2019 drawing on sketches and drafts production scripts correspondence photographs costume
and set designs newspaper clippings and interviews with original cast members this text illuminates lady in the
dark one of broadway s most legendary but elusive musicals
Dark Star 1996 vivien leigh was perhaps the most iconic actress of the twentieth century as scarlett o hara and
blanche du bois she took on some of the most pivotal roles in cinema history yet she was also a talented theatre
actress with west end and broadway plaudits to her name in this ground breaking new biography alan strachan
provides a completely new full life portrait of leigh covering both her professional and personal life using
previously unseen sources from her archive recently acquired by the v a he sheds new light on her fractious
relationship with laurence olivier based on their letters and diaries as well as on the bipolar disorder which so
affected her later life and work revealing new aspects of her early life as well as providing glimpses behind the
scenes of the filming of gone with the wind and a streetcar named desire this book provides the essential and
comprehensive life story of one of the twentieth century s greatest actresses
Dark Star 2015-08-03 an oral biography of jerry garica
Streets of Sin 2020-07-30 notting hill was not always an upmarket residential enclave and celebrity hotspot streets
of sin delves into the district s murky past and relates the deplorable scandals and shocking crimes that blighted
the area from its development until the late twentieth century best selling london historian fiona rule sheds new
light on notorious events that took place amid the leafy streets including the horrifying murders at rillington place
the nefarious career of slum landlord peter rachman the profumo affair and britain s first race riots she reveals
what life was like in rotting hill during its dark years when murder extortion and disorder were everyday
occurrences and explores the price its residents have had to pay to climb up out of the ghetto
A Biography of Power: Research and Excavations at the Iron Age 'oppidum' of Bagendon,
Gloucestershire (1979-2017) 2015-03-01 this book explores the changing nature of power and identity from the
iron age to the roman period in britain it provides fresh insights into the origins and nature of one of the lesser
known but perhaps most significant late iron age oppida in britain bagendon in gloucestershire
Biography of the Spirit 1835 emily starkiss undertakes the biography of the famous autodidactic and
mononymous philosopher cometan who is the first astronic philosopher the founder of astronism and the sole
author of the omnidoxy starkiss focuses on the latter teenage years of cometan as his identity and philosophership
are first created and begin to establish themselves in this exclusive biography starkiss investigates how brandon
taylorian created and dealt with his newfound identity as cometan and the many challenges worries and
tribulations that he was experiencing and that were facing him in the future as he struggled to establish the
philosophy of astronism in addition starkiss chronicles the life of cometan during his authorship of the
philosophical treatise of the omnidoxy how the writing of cometan s seminal work at such a young age change the
young man s perceptions identity and personality emily starkiss thoroughly analyses how cometan became
cometan during the most pivotal years at the beginning of his philosophership during the founding of the
philosophy of astronism starkiss s chronicle of the young philosopher s earliest years provides a unique insight
into a person whose ambitions quickly not only became the dominate force in their life but also moulded their
entire identity
Poetical Works: Biography of Milton 2019-02-07 george ellery hale 1868 1938 is the subject of this impressive
biography wright charts hale s steady progress towards leadership in the nascent field of astrophysics from his
childhood experiments at home in chicago through student days at mit to his first observatory at kenwood all of
which demonstrate his passion for unravelling the secrets of nature through the then new medium of spectroscopy
this enthusiasm led him into contact with most of his peers both in america and beyond lockyer huggins pickering
rowland and many more many of whom remained close associates and correspondents for years after probably
this sense of community made hale so active in the organization of science including the formation of the aas
american astronomical society the iau international astronomical union and icsu international council of scientific
unions it also gave him the contacts to give the astrophysical journal such a good start in 1895 perhaps the
greatest debt we owe hale is for his relentless drive towards the creation of ever bigger and better facilities
starting with the still unsurpassed yerkes refractor continuing with the solar telescopes on mt wilson and then the
60 and 100 inch telescopes on the same peak and concluding with the 200 inch at mt palomar scientifically hale s
lifelong affair with the sun brought him success in the detection of magnetic fields and early studies of surface
activity by means of the spectroheliograph he developed and for which he was duly fêted and the frustrations of
trying to record the corona but these were early successes and as astropolitics and finance took an ever
increasing share of his time he was able to contribute less than he would have liked part of the problem was the
illness with both physical and mental symptoms which progressively plagued the life of this hyperactive polymath
it is sad to note his decline which prevented him playing a fuller part in the creation of what was to become his
memorial this biography is something of a classic on one of astronomy s giants david strickland the observatory
this important biography is well written and is highly recommended a e covington journal of the royal
astronomical society of canada an outstanding biography of this most remarkable man helen wright has done a
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superb job of tracing hale s development not only of new and powerful instruments and of his important
discoveries of sunspot magnetic fields and the law of reversing polarities but also of the embryonic state of
american science in the early days of this century an authoritative biography of one of the most influential men of
science this country has produced the hook will bring to contemporary scientists and historians the story of this
unique astronomer whose life is of such special interest to the caltech community allan sandage caltech magazine
formerly engineering and science helen wright gives a detailed account of the life and almost frantic activities of
this remarkable scientific leader in summarizing astrophysical events of the years 1880 to 1950 wright has
provided a useful and fascinating account of scientific development that led to the preeminence of the united
states thornton page science in writing the story of hale s origins career and bequest to posterity helen wright has
richly served her fellow astronomers no one else could have done so well her account preserves an admirable
balance in presenting hale not only as a doer but also as a dreamer miss wright s excellent biography covers the
highlights of his career miss wright s book is highly authentic harlow shapley scientific american published under
license from springer science business media llc part of springer nature
The Biography of a Young Philosopher 2021-03-18 james herbert is one of the most enduringly popular
authors writing today his books sell in their hundreds of thousands across the world are often made into films and
have turned him into arguably the most successful writer of the horror genre yet despite his worldwide fan base
surprisingly little is known about the man himself in this work craig cabell has written an in depth biography of
the man with his full cooperation herbert has granted the author a number of rare interviews and the result is a
frank and revealing portrait of one of the giants of contemporary popular fiction in addition to this herbert has
granted the author full access to his photographic archives and provided unreleased material to publish in this
book
Explorer of the Universe: A Biography of George Ellery Hale 2004 the definitive biography of hollywood
horror legend tod browning now revised and expanded with new material one of the most original and unsettling
filmmakers of all time tod browning 1880 1962 began his career buried alive in a carnival sideshow and saw his
hollywood reputation crash with the box office disaster turned cult classic freaks penetrating the secret world of
the edgar allan poe of the cinema dark carnival excavates the story of this complicated fiercely private man in this
newly revised and expanded edition of their biography first published in 1995 david j skal and elias savada
researched browning s recently unearthed scrapbooks and photography archives to add further nuance and depth
to their previous portrait of this enigmatic artist skal and savada chronicle browning s turn of the century flight
from an eccentric louisville family into the realm of carnivals and vaudeville his disastrous first marriage his rapid
climb to riches in the burgeoning silent film industry and the alcoholism that would plague him throughout his life
they offer a close look at browning s legendary collaborations with lon chaney and bela lugosi as well as the studio
politics that brought his remarkable run to an inglorious conclusion with a revised prologue epilogue filmography
and new text and illustrations throughout dark carnival is an unparalleled account of a singular filmmaker and an
illuminating depiction of the evolution of horror and the early film industry
James Herbert 1866 rangers have won 53 league championships more than any other club in the world they have
won the scottish league cup 26 times more than any other scottish club and the scottish cup 33 times in 1961
rangers reached the final of the european cup winners cup becoming the first british club to reach the final of a
uefa club competition they won the european cup winners cup in 1972 having been the runners up in 1961 and
1967 and were runners up in the 2008 uefa cup final
Passages from the Auto-biography of a Man of Kent 2025-02-18 車椅子の物理学者 として アインシュタインの次に有名な物理学者といわれるスティーヴン ホー
キング 21歳のときに筋萎縮性側索硬化症 als を診断され余命２年と告げられた彼であったが 50年以上も精力的に研究を続け 現代の宇宙論に計り知れないほどの貢献を果たした 宇宙に関する彼の平易でわか
りやすい著作は 科学者と一般人の間の垣根を取り払い 宇宙を私たちの身近な存在へと変えてくれた 彼の成功を支えた妻子との絆 ２度の結婚と別れ 波乱万丈なホーキング博士の軌跡と彼の宇宙論をやさしい英語で
読もう 書籍版にある巻末のワードリストは電子版には付属しません
Dark Carnival 2011-10-13 a brisk and lucid account that vividly conveys that sense of the extraordinary in wilkie s
1940 republican nomination in the presidential campaign that followed and in the service he gave to his country
The Official Biography of Rangers 2016-05-01 reprint of the original first published in 1873
The Biography of Stephen Hawking　スティーヴン・ホーキング・ストーリー 1989 j k rowling s success is beyond impressive few
authors in history have experienced anything like it there are theme parks that recreate the potter world multiple
films rock bands named for potter places and characters websites dedicated to potter lore and quidditch teams
around the world this high interest biography details the fascinating life of the creator of the harry potter books j
k rowling developed by timothy rasinski and featuring time content this full color nonfiction book includes
essential text features like an index captions glossary and table of contents the intriguing sidebars detailed images
and in depth reader s guide require students to connect back to the text and promote multiple readings the think
link and dig deeper sections develop students higher order thinking skills and the check it out section includes
suggested books videos and websites for further reading aligned with state standards this text features complex
and rigorous content appropriate for students preparing for college and career readiness
Dark Horse 2023-07-15 michael collins and eamon de valera were the two most charismatic leaders of the irish
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revolution this joint biography looks first at their very different upbringings and early careers both fought in the
1916 easter rising although it is almost certain they did not meet during that tumultuous week their first
encounter came when collins had been released from jail after the rising but de valera was still inside collins was
one of those who wanted to run a sinn féin candidate in the longford by election of 1917 de valera and other
leaders opposed this initiative but the collins group went ahead anyway and the candidate won narrowly the
incident typified the relationship between the two men they were vastly different in temperament and style but it
was precisely in their differences and contradictions that their fascination lay de valera the political pragmatist
hoped to secure independence through political agitation whereas the ambitious collins with his restless
temperament and boundless energy was an impassioned patriot who believed in terror and assassination t ryle
dwyer examines the years 1917 22 through the twists and turns of their careers in an epilogue he considers the
legacy of collins on de valera s political life
Biography of Mrs J H Conant 1881 squires english virginia tech and talbot spanish roanoke college collected
frieda laurence s letters for years before realizing that they could add considerable insight to a biography of her
famous writer husband the result though focusing on him turned out to be a biography of them as a couple pulling
her out from his shadow annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or
A Biography of David Cox 2017-03-31 essays on karl jaspers rosa luxemburg pope john xxiii isak dinesen bertolt
brecht randall jarrell and others whose lives and work illuminated the early part of the century index
Game Changers: A Biography of J. K. Rowling 1828 absolutely compulsory reading the new york times book review
no one but a tortured genius could have created such brooding suspenseful and utterly original films as
spellbound psycho and the birds now alfred hitchcock the intensely private and often bizarre creator of these
masterpieces is fully revealed in a masterful biography that traces the roots of his obsessions back to a childhood
in which the seeds of his future films were sown
The Naval Biography of Great Britain 1873 this carefully edited collection has been designed and formatted to
the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices excerpt dear brother misha i got your
letter when i was fearfully bored and was sitting at the gate yawning and so you can judge how welcome that
immense letter was your writing is good and in the whole letter i have not found one mistake in spelling but one
thing i don t like why do you style yourself your worthless and insignificant brother you recognize your
insignificance recognize it before god perhaps too in the presence of beauty intelligence nature but not before
men among men you must be conscious of your dignity why you are not a rascal you are an honest man aren t you
well respect yourself as an honest man and know that an honest man is not something worthless don t confound
being humble with recognizing one s worthlessness letters of anton chekhov to his family and friends anton
chekhov 1860 1904 was a russian physician dramaturge and author who is considered to be among the greatest
writers of short stories in history chekhov practised as a medical doctor throughout most of his literary career
along with henrik ibsen and august strindberg chekhov is often referred to as one of the three seminal figures in
the birth of early modernism in the theatre he made no apologies for the difficulties this posed to readers insisting
that the role of an artist was to ask questions not to answer them contents biography by constance garnett
autobiographical writings letters of anton chekhov to his family and friends notebook of anton chekhov
reminiscences of anton chekhov fragments of recollections by maxim gorky a p chekhov by ivan bunin to chekhov
s memory by alexander kuprin
Biography of Mrs. J.H. Conant, the World's Medium of the Nineteenth Century 2006-09-12 the legendary
hollywood star blazes a fiery trail in this enthralling portrait of a brilliant actress and the movies her talent
elevated to greatness she was magnificent and exasperating in equal measure jack warner called her an explosive
little broad with a sharp left humphrey bogart once remarked unless you re very big she can knock you down bette
davis was a force of nature an idiosyncratic talent who nevertheless defined the words movie star for more than
half a century and who created an extraordinary body of work filled with unforgettable performances in dark
victory the noted film critic and biographer ed sikov paints the most detailed picture ever delivered of this
intelligent opinionated and unusual woman who was in the words of a close friend one of the major events of the
twentieth century drawing on new interviews with friends directors and admirers as well as archival research and
a fresh look at the films this stylish intimate biography reveals davis s personal as well as professional life in a way
that is both revealing and sympathetic with his wise and well informed take on the production and
accomplishments of such movie milestones as jezebel all about eve and now voyager as well as the turbulent life
and complicated personality of the actress who made them sikov s dark victory brings to life the two time academy
award winning actress s unmistakable screen style and shows the reader how davis s art was her own dark victory
Big Fellow, Long Fellow. A Joint Biography of Collins and De Valera 2012 from marilyn to mussolini people
captivate people a e s biography best selling autobiographies and biographical novels testify to the popularity of
the genre but where does one begin collected here are descriptions and evaluations of over 10 000 biographical
works including books of fact and fiction biographies for young readers and documentaries and movies all based
on the lives of over 500 historical figures from scientists and writers to political and military leaders to artists and
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musicians each entry includes a brief profile autobiographical and primary sources and recommended works short
reviews describe the pertinent biographical works and offer insight into the qualities and special features of each
title helping readers to find the best biographical material available on hundreds of fascinating individuals
The Life of George Meredith. Biography of a Poet 2002 mouth watering pictures illustrate this delicious new book
on one of the world s favorite foods children will love learning how the ancient aztecs created a special drink from
the bitter beans of the cacao tree and how those beans later became the delectable treat known as chocolate
fascinating facts reveal where and how cacao beans are grown and harvested and how they are manufactured into
many kinds of chocolate products
Living at the Edge : a Biography of D.H. Lawrence and Frieda Von Richthofen 1835 paramhansa
yogananda was an indian yogi and guru who introduced millions of westerners to the teachings of meditation and
kriya yoga through his book
Will-Watch. From the auto-biography of a British officer 1921 jayprakash narayan j p was born on 11
october 1902 in the village of sitabdiara in saran district of bihar india he came from a kayastha family he was the
fourth child of harsu dayal srivastava and phul rani devi the peopleÕs hero Ð an indian independence activist
social reformer and political leader remembered especially for leading the mid 1970s opposition against the
powerful prime minister indira gandhi in 1999 he was awarded the bharat ratna indiaÕs highest civilian award in
recognition of his social work other awards include the magsaysay award for public service in 1965 during the
indian independence movement he was arrested jailed and tortured several times by the british and won
particular fame during the quit india movement j p returned to prominence in state politics in the late 1960s on 8
april 1974 aged 72 he led a silent procession at patna this led to studentsÕ movement in the state of bihar which
gradually developed into a popular people s movement known as the bihar movement jp died in patna bihar on 8
october 1979 three days before his 77th birthday due to effects of diabetes and heart ailments a readable
biography about a legendary personality and popular indian
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